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Abstrat
We study the Robinson-Trautman-Maxwell Fields in two losely
related oordinate systems, the original Robinson-Trautman (RT) o-
ordinates (in a more general ontext, often referred to as NU oordi-
nates) and Bondi oordinates. In partiular, we identify one of the
RT variables as a veloity and then from the Bondi energy-momentum
4-vetor, we nd kinemati expressions for the mass and momentum
in terms of this veloity. From these kinemati expressions and the
energy-momentum loss equation we obtain surprising equations of mo-
tion for `the enter of mass' of the soure where the motion takes plae
in the four-dimensional Poinare translation sub-group of the BMS
group.
1
1Introdution
One of the more important disoveries onerning integrating the Einstein
equations was the realization that the ondition of metris being algebraially
speial allowed a huge simpliation in the integration[1℄. Not only was there
the beautiful geometri result, the Goldberg-Sahs Theorem[2℄, saying that
the degenerate prinipal null vetors must form a null geodesi ongruene
that is shear-free, but this result allowed all radial integrations to be per-
formed. The algebraially speial metris separate into two lasses, those
with the null geodesi ongruene having a vanishing[1℄ twist and those with
non-vanishing[4, 5, 6℄ twist. We will study the sublass of the twist-free on-
gruenes, with a double degeneray, known as the type II Robinson-Trautman
(RT) metris. Many of the issues explored here have been studied earlier by
other authors[1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. In partiular Tafel and Drey looked at the
relationship between the RT metris and the Bondi metris.
It is the purpose of this note to desribe some rather surprising results
onerning the physial ontent that is ontained in both the type II vauum
Robinson-Trautman[1℄ and Robinson-Trautman-Maxwell[5, 6℄ metris, but
had been essentially unobserved. Sine, at least formally, the RT spaes are
speial ases of the RTM spaes, often we will just refer to both as RTM
though there are apparently signiant subtle issues that separate them.
These metris are largely determined by a single funtion of three vari-
ables denoted by V = V (τ, ζ, ζ), where τ is the NU/RT time[6, 9℄ oordinate
and (ζ, ζ) are omplex stereographi oordinates on the sphere. (The oor-
dinates used by Robinson-Trautman are a speial ase of those referred to
as NU oordinates.) V (τ, ζ, ζ), whose geometri meaning will be laried
later, satises the Robinson-Trautman equation or its extension to inlude
the Maxwell eld.
The basi plan in this work is to study the onsequenes of expanding V
in spherial harmonis, i.e., assume that
V (τ, ζ, ζ) =
∑
V lm(τ)Ylm(ζ, ζ), (1)
and using the expansion in the RTM equations. The fat that the RTM
equations are very non-linear means that the spherial harmoni deomposi-
tion of the equation itself is quite ompliated and that approximations were
neessary. The approximated RTM equations for V then beome a system of
2
oupled ODE's for the evolution of the omponents V lm. The higher spherial
harmoni omponents, i.e., those for l 1 2, beome derivatives of multiple
moments. Our interest (partially) enters on the lowest omponents, i.e.,
(l = 0, 1), whih an be interpreted as the four-veloity of a world-line in
the four-dimensional spae of the Poinaré translation subgroup of the BMS
group. The equations of motion for this world-line are ontained in the lowest
harmoni part of the RTM equations but are driven by the higher harmonis.
The surprise omes when these equations are translated into Bondi o-
ordinates and one looks at the Bondi energy-momentum four-vetor and its
evolution; namely the energy-momentum loss equation. Though the transfor-
mation to the Bondi oordinates is ompliated and an be done in pratie
only perturbatively in powers of v/c, nevertheless we see a beautiful onr-
mation of the identiation of the l = 1 omponents with the three-veloity
vi. The Bondi three-momentum beomes, in the rst order approximation
P i = M0v
i − 2
3c3
q2vi ′. (2)
In other words we obtain the usual kinemati denition of the momentum but
now (by inluding the Maxwell eld) with the standard radiation reation
term. In addition the Bondi energy, in the seond order approximation,
ontains the relativisti kinemati mass-energy relation
E = Mc2 = M0c
2(1 +
1
2
v2
c2
) ≃ M0c
2√
1− v2
c2
. (3)
Higher moment ontributions have been left out in both E and P i.
The alulations that were involved in order to obtain these results were
fairly lengthy and ompliated and far from obvious. Sine the equations
are quite non-linear, onsiderable use had to be made of Clebsh-Gordon
expansions of spherial harmoni produts. In order to keep the presentation
as lear as possible we have the following organization. In the seond setion
we review our notation. In setion three we derive the at-spae metri
based on the null oordinates that are assoiated with the light-ones with
apex on an arbitrary time-like world-line in Minkowski spae. The variable
V (τ, ζ, ζ) appears naturally in this metri and one sees in this simple ase
how the veloity assoiated with the world-line enters the V (τ, ζ, ζ) via the
l = (0, 1) harmonis. In this at spae ase the oeients of the l = (0, 1)
are essentially arbitrary while in our RT and RTM ases these oeients
3
satisfy equations of motion and are driven by the higher harmonis. In setion
four we state the RTM metris and their related dierential equations and
disuss their origin and how they are related to the general asymptotially
at Einstein-Maxwell metris. In setion ve we state the details of our
approximations and show how in this ontext the RT and RTM equations
an be integrated. In setion six we desribe the transformation from the
NU/RT oordinates to Bondi oordinates and onstrut the Bondi energy-
momentum four vetor and its evolution equation. Finally in the onluding
setion we disuss how this work ts into a muh broader - e.g., to the twisting
algebraially speial type II metris and even to a large lass of algebraially
general asymptotially at Einstein-Maxwell elds.
The alulations desribed here were often long and tedious and short-
uts were not found. This, unfortunately, does make the work diult to
follow in detail. To try to ompensate for this we have attempted to give
onsiderable bakground material.
2 Notation
Throughout this work we will be using ertain Lorentzian and Eulidean
vetors and tensor valued funtions on the sphere. The most important of
them is the null vetor la = ηablb that sweeps out the entire sphere of null
diretions as
(ζ, ζ) = cot
θ
2
(eiφ, e−iφ) (4)
ranges over the sphere. Our spae-time onventions are suh that
ηab = ηab = diag(1,−1,−1,−1).
In a given Lorentz frame we hose la to have the normalized form
la =
√
2
2
(1,
ζ + ζ
1 + ζζ
,−i ζ − ζ
1 + ζζ
,
−1 + ζζ
1 + ζζ
) =
√
2
2
(ta + Ca) (5)
ta and Ca being unit time and spae-like vetors with ta = (1, 0, 0, 0). The
fator
√
2
2
had been hosen historially so that the antipodal null vetor na,
with nala = 1, is `symmetrially' dened, i.e.,
na =
√
2
2
(1,− ζ + ζ
1 + ζζ
, i
ζ − ζ
1 + ζζ
,
1− ζζ
1 + ζζ
) =
√
2
2
(ta − Ca). (6)
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Remark 1. This normalization, whih has been in use for many years
and has many formal benets, nevertheless has ertain serious drawbaks,
namely the appearane of some unpleasant fators of 2 and
√
2. Unfortu-
nately they will be often seen and will reate a serious annoyane. They
appear, mainly, in the denitions of the several time oordinates.
Note that for the ovariant forms of la and na, we just hange the signs
in the last three omponents, e.g.,
la =
√
2
2
(1,− ζ + ζ
1 + ζζ
, i
ζ − ζ
1 + ζζ
,
1− ζζ
1 + ζζ
). (7)
Other (o)vetors obtained diretly from the la are
ma = ðla =
√
2
2
(0,−1− ζ
2
1 + ζζ
,
i(1 + ζ
2
)
1 + ζζ
,
−2ζ
1 + ζζ
), (8)
ma = ðla =
√
2
2
(0,−1− ζ
2
1 + ζζ
,−i(1 + ζ
2)
1 + ζζ
,
−2ζ
1 + ζζ
), (9)
ta =
√
2
2
(la + na) = (1, 0, 0, 0) = ta, (10)
ca = la − na =
√
2(0,− ζ + ζ
1 + ζζ
, i
ζ − ζ
1 + ζζ
,
1− ζζ
1 + ζζ
) =
√
2Ca, (11)
so that we an write
la =
√
2
2
(ta +
ca√
2
) =
1√
2
ta +
1
2
ca. (12)
We have that
ðη(s) ≡ P 1−s0 ∂ζ(P s0 η(s)), ðη(s) ≡ P 1+s0 ∂ζ(P−s0 η(s)), P0 = 1 + ζζ.
Note that in the given Lorentzian frame, we an treat ma, ma, and ca as
Eulidean three-vetors whih we write, with Eulidean indies i, j..... , as
mi, mi, and ci.
Also note that from the denitions of the stereographi oordinates, Eq.(4),
we have that
ci = li − ni = −
√
2(cosφ sin θ, sin φ sin θ, cos θ) = −
√
2C i
5
where C i is the unit Eulidean radial vetor.
The unifying notation of the tensor spin-s harmonis[10℄, Y sl ij....k.⇔ sYlm.....,
whih allows us to write
Y 00 = 1, (13)
Y 11i = mi, (14)
Y 01i = ðY
1
1i = ðY
−1
1i = −ci, (15)
Y −11i = mi, (16)
and
Y 22ij = mimj , (17)
Y 12ij = ðY
2
2ij = −(cimj +micj), (18)
Y 02ij = ðY
1
2ij = 3cicj − 2δij , (19)
Y −12ij = −(cimj +micj), (20)
Y −22ij = mimj, (21)
turns out to be almost indispensable. The ordinary spherial harmonis Ylm
are equivalent, i.e., are linear ombinations of the s = 0, Y 0l ij..k,
Ylm ⇔ Y 0l ij..k
so that, for example
Y1m = (Y11,Y10,Y1−1)⇔ Y 01 i = −ci. (22)
Due to the non-linearity of the RTM equations, produts of these har-
monis often appear and must be redued via a Clebsh-Gordon expansion.
Several of the most important and most used of these expansions[10℄ are:
Y 11iY
−1
1j =
1
3
δij − i
√
2
4
ǫijkY
0
1k −
1
12
Y 02ij, (23)
Y 01iY
0
1j =
2
3
δij +
1
3
Y 02ij, (24)
and
6
Y 22klY
−2
2ij =
1
5
{1
2
δikδjl +
1
2
δliδkj − 1
3
δijδkl} (25)
+
2
5
{i
√
2
8
(δjlǫike + δkiǫjle + ǫjkeδil + δkjǫile)Y
0
1e}
+
2
7
{1
6
(δijY
0
2kl + δklY
0
2ij)−
1
8
(δljY
0
2ik + δkiY
0
2lj + δliY
0
2kj + δkjY
0
2il)}
+ (l = 3 and 4 harmonis).
Using the tensor spin-s harmonis, the spin-s funtions an be expanded
via the Y sl ij..k. In partiular, for the ordinary funtions on the sphere, i.e., for
s = 0 funtions, we have that
F(0) = f
0Y 00 + f
iY 01i + f
ijY 02ij + ...,
rather than the equivalent expansion in terms of the ordinary spherial har-
monis. A partiular funtion that often appears is
G(0) = g
ala =
1√
2
g0 − 1
2
giY 01i, (26)
where we have used Eqs.(12) and (15).
We will be using several dierent time variables (or oordinates) in the
ourse of this work, i.e., τ, w, uB. The variable τ is the proper time along
a four-dimensional world-line; its derivative is denoted by ∂τ = (
′). Often we
will be dealing with funtions of w and of τ that funtionally are idential,
i.e., F (τ) and F (w) are idential funtions. In that ase we will again use
the same notation, ∂w = (
′) with the meaning oming from the ontext. The
(resaled) Bondi time, uB = w/
√
2 will be denoted by ∂uB = (
·). The origin
of the
√
2 is related to remark 1.
3 A Flat Metri
Before onsidering the RTM metris we desribe a at-spae version that
imitates many of the features of the RTM metris, albeit with a great simpli-
ation. Starting with Minkowski spae and ordinary Minkowski oordinates,
xa, we introdue a oordinate transformation to new oordinates (τ, r, ζ, ζ)
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that are based on the null ones emanating from an arbitrary time-like world
line whih we parametrize so that it has a unit veloity vetor,
vava = 1, (27)
so that (with our approximation. i.e., for slow motion)
v0 =
1√
(1− v2
c2
)
≈ 1 + 1
2
vi 2
c2
= 1 + δv0, (28)
ξ0(τ) =
∫
v0dτ = τ + δξ0. (29)
The transformation is given by
xa = ξa(τ) +
r
V0
la(ζ, ζ), (30)
with xa = ξa(τ), the parametrized world-line, la(ζ, ζ), the null vetor of
Eq.(5) and V0(τ, ζ, ζ) dened as the τ dependent spin-weight s = 0 funtion
on the sphere
V0 ≡ ξa′la = vala, (31)
ξa′ =
dξa
dτ
.
Remark 2. If the world-line was simply the time axis, i.e., ξa(uB) =
uBt
a, then the transformation, xa ⇔ (uB, r̂, ζ̂, ζ̂) is given by
xa = uBt
a +
√
2r̂la(ζ̂ , ζ̂). (32)
In this speial ase, the new oordinates are the (at-spae) Bondi oordi-
nates.
To onstrut the new form of the metri we rst take the dierentials of
Eq.(30) and simplify it:
dxa = ξa′dτ + d(
r
V0
)la(ζ, ζ) +
r
V0
dla(ζ, ζ).
Using
dla ≡ P−10 (madζ +madζ),
dV0 = V
′
0dτ + P
−1
0 v
a(madζ +madζ),
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from Eqs.(8) and (9), we have that
dxa = vadτ + la(
dr
V0
− V
′
0
V 20
rdτ) (33)
− r
V 20 P0
lavb(mbdζ +mbdζ) +
r
V0P0
(madζ +madζ),
whih is then substituted into ds2 = ηabdx
adxb. Using the salar produts
vala = V0, m
ama = 1 and m
ala = 0 we obtain [after the anelation of two
terms both ontaining vb(mbdζ +mbdζ)℄ the at metri
ds2 = ηabdx
adxb = (1− 2V
′
0
V0
r)dτ 2 + 2dτdr − r22dζdζ
V 20 P
2
0
, (34)
or (with P = P0V0√
2
)
ds2 = ηabdx
adxb = (1− 2V
′
0
V0
r)dτ 2 + 2dτdr − r2dζdζ
P 2
. (35)
The Gaussian urvature of the r = constant surfaes is, after a brief alu-
lation,
K = 4P 2∂ζ∂ζ logP = ððlogP0 = 1,
the urvature of the unit sphere metri.
Remark 3. It should be emphasized that in the present at-spae ase
we have the expressions:
X0 = ξ
a(τ)la =
1√
2
(τ + δξ0)− 1
2
ξiY 01i, (36)
V0 = v
a(τ)la =
1√
2
(1 + δv0)− 1
2
viY 01i, (37)
V ′0 = v
a′(τ)la =
1√
2
δv0′ − 1
2
vi′Y 01i. (38)
They will be generalized to inlude higher harmonis in the next setion.
The metri form will appear quite similar.
To make this metri, (35), agree with a ertain onventional form[6℄
(oming from the la normalization) that has been frequently used, we make
the following simple resaling of the r and τ
9
r =
r∗√
2
& τ =
√
2τ ∗, (39)
va =
v∗ a√
2
,
V0 =
V ∗0√
2
,
resulting in
ds2 = 2(K − V
∗′
0
V ∗0
r∗)dτ ∗2 + 2dτ ∗dr∗ − r
∗ 2
2
dζdζ
P 2
, (40)
P =
P0V0√
2
=
P0V
∗
0
2
, (41)
K = 4P 2∂ζ∂ζ logP = 1, (42)
with
V ∗′0 = ∂τ∗V
∗
0 .
Note that we ontinue to use (
′
) for both τ and τ ∗ derivatives. The
distintion should be lear from the ontext.
As we remarked earlier for the at ase, our funtion V0 = v
a(τ)la will be
generalized in the RTM ase to inlude higher harmonis. In the at ase, V
odes the information of the veloity vetor of the Minkowski spae world-
line. In the RTM ase there is no suh `real world-line' but nevertheless a
`world-line' in an auxiliary spae does exist. It is easiest to show its meaning
rst in the at spae ase. To do so we rst return to the at spae Bondi
oordinates (uB, r̂, ζ̂, ζ̂), . Eq.(32). Resaling r̂ and uB as in Eq.(39)
xa =
√
2u∗Bt
a + r̂∗la(ζ̂ , ζ̂). (43)
The relationship between (u∗B, r̂
∗, ζ̂, ζ̂) and (τ, r, ζ, ζ) is given by
√
2u∗Bt
a + r̂∗la(ζ̂ , ζ̂) = ξa(τ) +
r
V0
la(ζ, ζ), (44)
whih with a bit of eort an atually be disentangled as a oordinate trans-
formation. We need it only at future null innity, I
+
, i.e., in the limit as
r →∞, where (ζ̂ , ζ̂)→ (ζ, ζ).
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In this limit, if (44) is multiplied by la we obtain the relationship
u∗B = ξ
a(τ)la(ζ, ζ). (45)
But sine the 4-d Poinaré translation subgroup of the BMS group is given
by
u∗B = d
ala(ζ, ζ),
we see immediately that we an interpret the `world-line' as a urve in the
spae of BMS translations, da.
We will see how this type of ‘world-line' arises naturally in the study of
the RTM spaes.
Remark 4. Often there are two dierent time-oordinates that are used
at null innity, I
+, namely, the Bondi time uB and the so-alled NU time τ.
Roughly speaking, the 2-surfaes of onstant uB are uniformly staked above
eah other while the onstant τ surfaes have an arbitrary uneven staking.
They are related by an expression of the form, uB = X(τ, ζ, ζ). Eq.(45) is an
example. This desription applies to both at and asymptotially at spae-
times.
4 RT and RTMaxwell Spae-Times
4.1 The metri and dierential equations
The RTMaxwell metri, after all the radial integrations have been performed,
an be put into the form[1, 5, 6℄, (see Eq.(40))
ds2 = 2(K− V
∗′
V ∗
r∗+
V ∗3ψ∗02
r∗
+
V ∗4φ∗ 01 φ
∗ 0
1
r∗2
)dτ ∗ 2+2dτ ∗dr∗− r
∗2
2
dζdζ
P 2
, (46)
with
K = 4P 2∂ζ∂ζ logP, (47)
P =
V ∗P0
2
, (48)
ψ∗02 = −V ∗−3χ, (49)
and Maxwell eld
11
φ∗0 = 0,
φ∗1 = φ
∗0
1 r
−2 ≡ q
2
V ∗−2r−2, (50)
φ ∗2 = φ
∗ 0
2 r
−1.
The two gravitational variables, V ∗ and χ ≡ −V ∗3ψ∗02 , and the Maxwell
eld, φ∗ 02 , are funtions only of (τ
∗, ζ, ζ), and satisfy the three oupled dif-
ferential equations, the RTM equations,
φ∗0′1 + ð(τ∗)[V
∗φ∗02 ] = 0,(51)
ð(τ∗)χ + 2kV
∗3φ∗01 φ
∗0
2 = 0,(52)
(V ∗−3χ)′ − {ð2(τ∗)ð
2
(τ∗)V
∗ − V ∗−1ð2(τ∗)V ∗ · ð2(τ∗)V ∗}+ kV ∗φ∗02 φ
∗0
2 = 0.(53)
The onstant q, in Eq.(50), is the onserved eletri harge while χ (or ψ∗02 )
arries the information of the Bondi energy-momentum four-vetor whih
will be extrated later, k = 2G/c4, and ð(τ∗) is the edth operator holding τ
∗
onstant. The quantities φ∗01 and φ
∗0
2 are asymptoti tetrad omponents of
the Maxwell eld while χ (or ψ∗02 ) are asymptoti tetrad omponents of the
Weyl tensor.
It is useful to note the logi of these equations: They an be solved
(in priniple) individually, in order. The rst allows φ∗02 to be expressed
as a funtion of V while the seond does the same for χ. Finally, the last
determines the τ -evolution of V.
Remark 5. The RTM equations are extremely diult equations to solve
or analyze rigorously. Very few exat solutions have been found. In the speial
ase when q = 0, i.e., the pure RT equations, Piotr Chrusiel[11℄ showed
that, with suiently `nie' initial data, the solutions evolve asymptotially,
in time, to the Shwarzshild metri. In the general ase, though one would
hope for a theorem saying the evolution would lead to the Reissner-Nordstrom
solution, this apparently has not yet been shown. It does make an attrative
onjeture. Later, in our disussion of the approximate solutions, we an see
how this issue arises.
Remark 6. For the time being, to streamline the notation and avoid a
plethora of similar symbols, we will drop the (
∗) on the V and τ. Later, to
see the physial relevane of our results, we must remember to restore the
12
original V and τ via Eq.(39). In addition, the veloity of light, `c', will be
expliitly introdued via τ ⇒ cτ and w ⇒ cw.
4.2 Bakground and Derivation
In the remainder of this setion we will attempt to plae the RTM equations in
a broader ontext, i.e., study how they are related to general asymptotially
at Einstein-Maxwell elds and how from that point of view they an be de-
rived. We begin with the general asymptoti version of the Einstein-Maxwell
elds in a Bondi oordinate and tetrad system and see how to speialize to
the RTM equations. Later, using these results, we will reverse the proedure
and go from the RTM equations to the Bondi point of view in order to obtain
the physial meaning of the RTM variables.
4.2.1 Bondi oordinates and tetrad
We start with the full set of asymptoti Maxwell and Bianhi identities in
Bondi oordinates, (uB, ζ, ζ) and Bondi tetrad (l, n,m,m)[6, 9℄, (the uB is
already resaled)
Maxwell Equations
(φ00)
· + ðφ01 − σφ02 = 0, (54)
(φ01)
· + ðφ02 = 0. (55)
Bianhi Identities
(ψ00 )
· = −ðψ01 + 3σψ02 + 3kφ00φ
0
2, (56)
(ψ01 )
· = −ðψ02 + 2σψ03 + 2kφ01φ
0
2, (57)
(ψ02 )
· = −ðψ03 + σψ04 + kφ02φ
0
2, (58)
ψ03 = ðσ
·, (59)
ψ04 = −σ··, (60)
ψ02 − ψ
0
2 = ð
2
σ − ð2σ + σ·σ − σ·σ, (61)
where
k =
2G
c4
. (62)
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From the denition of the mass aspet
Ψ = ψ02 + ð
2σ + σσ·, (63)
we see that (61) is equivalent to
Ψ = Ψ. (64)
and by eliminating ψ02 in terms of Ψ, Eq.(58) beomes the very important
Bondi mass loss equation
Ψ· = σ·(σ)· + kφ02φ
0
2. (65)
4.2.2 Asymptotially shear-free tetrad
These relations take a new form after using the tetrad transformation, (the
asymptoti null rotation around n),
l∗a = la + bma + bma + bbna, (66)
m∗a = ma + bna,
n∗a = na,
b = −L/r +O(r−2),
L = L(uB, ζ, ζ),
with
φ00 = φ
∗0
0 + 2Lφ
∗0
1 + L
2φ∗02 , (67)
φ01 = φ
∗0
1 + Lφ
∗0
2 , (68)
φ02 = φ
∗0
2 , (69)
ψ00 = ψ
∗0
0 + 4Lψ
∗0
1 + 6L
2ψ∗02 + 4L
3ψ∗03 + L
4ψ∗04 , (70)
ψ01 = ψ
∗0
1 + 3Lψ
∗0
2 + 3L
2ψ∗03 + L
3ψ∗04 , (71)
ψ02 = ψ
∗0
2 + 2Lψ
∗0
3 + L
2ψ∗04 , (72)
ψ03 = ψ
∗0
3 + Lψ
∗0
4 , (73)
ψ04 = ψ
∗0
4 . (74)
Remark 7. Note that the (
∗
) used here has nothing to do with the (
∗
)
from the resaling of V and τ in setion 3.
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First, we obtain a new asymptoti shear[12, 13℄ σ∗ for the null vetor l∗ a,
that is given by
σ∗ = σ − (ðL+ LL·).
The requirement of a vanishing σ∗ leads to the dierential equation for the
determination of L,
ðL+ LL· = σ. (75)
Using suh an L, with Eq.(66), the asymptoti Maxwell and Bianhi Iden-
tities are hanged to equivalent equations (just with a hanged tetrad) but
with the same Bondi oordinates. Now however l∗a denes an asymptoti-
ally shear-free and, in general twisting, null vetor. Shortly we onsider a
speial ase where the twist vanishes.
Maxwell Equations
(φ∗00 )
· + ðφ∗01 + 2L
·φ∗01 + L(φ
∗0
1 )
· = 0, (76)
(φ∗01 )
· + ðφ∗02 + (Lφ
∗0
2 )
· = 0. (77)
Bianhi Identities
(ψ∗00 )
· = −ðψ∗01 − L(ψ∗01 )· − 4L·ψ∗01 + 3kφ∗00 φ
∗0
2 , (78)
(ψ∗01 )
· = −ðψ∗02 − L(ψ∗02 )· − 3L·ψ∗02 + 2kφ∗01 φ
∗0
2 , (79)
(ψ∗02 )
· = −ðψ∗03 − L(ψ∗03 )· − 2L·ψ∗03 + kφ∗02 φ
∗0
2 , (80)
ψ∗03 = ð(σ)
· + L(σ)··, (81)
ψ∗04 = −σ··, (82)
ψ∗02 − ψ
∗0
2 = ð
2
σ − ð2σ + σσ· − σσ· (83)
+2L ð(σ)· − 2L ð(σ)· + L2σ·· − L2σ··,
where now we treat L(uB, ζ, ζ) as the basi asymptoti data and σ is dened
by
σ ≡ ðL+ LL·. (84)
By using (72) in (63) we nd that
Ψ = ψ∗02 + 2Lð(σ)
· + L2σ·· + ð2σ + σσ·, (85)
so that (83) is again equivalent to
Ψ−Ψ = 0. (86)
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Note also that only the rst three of Eqs.(78)-(82) have a dynami ontent,
Eqs.(81) and (82) are just denitions that an be inserted into Eq.(80). This
fat will be used later.
4.2.3 Type II metris in Bondi oordinates
Up to now the two sets of equations, with the Bondi tetrad and the shear-free
tetrad, are ompletely equivalent. We now make our major ondition that
is a severe restrition on the solutions. We assume that we are dealing with
algebraially speial type II Einstein-Maxwell metris with a non-twisting
pnv, l∗a. This translates immediately into the statement that ψ∗00 = ψ
∗0
1 = 0
and that automatially, from Eq.(78), we have that φ∗00 = 0. The non-twisting
assumption has not yet been used.
Using this the Maxwell/Bianhi Identities beome
ðφ∗01 + 2L
·φ∗01 + L(φ
∗0
1 )
· = 0, (87)
(φ∗01 )
· + ðφ∗02 + (Lφ
∗0
2 )
· = 0, (88)
0 = −ðψ∗02 − L(ψ∗02 )· − 3L·ψ∗02 + 2kφ∗01 φ
∗0
2 , (89)
(ψ∗02 )
· = −ðψ∗03 − L(ψ∗03 )· − 2L·ψ∗03 + kφ∗02 φ
∗0
2 , (90)
Ψ = ψ∗02 + 2Lð(σ)
· + L2(σ)·· + ð2σ + σ(σ)· = Ψ, (91)
with, as mentioned above, the dening relations
ψ∗03 ≡ ð(σ)· + L(σ)·· (92)
σ ≡ ðL+ LL·. (93)
They are a set of oupled equations for the variables (L, φ∗01 , φ
∗0
2 , ψ
∗0
2 ).
The shear is no longer free data - it follows from knowledge of L, via
Eq.(93).
4.2.4 Transformation to NU/RT oordinates
By transforming to a new set of oordinates at I
+
, namely NU/RT oor-
dinates, [with the same tetrad℄, we obtain a great simpliation in these
equations.
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The transformation is to be given by[13, 9℄
uB = X(τ, ζ, ζ), (94)
(ζ unhanged) where X(τ, ζ, ζ) is obtained from the following onstrution,
based on the (assumed) known L(uB, ζ, ζ) : First the (CR[14℄) funtion,
τ = T (uB, ζ, ζ), (95a)
is found by solving the dierential equation
ðT + LT · = 0, (96)
and then by inverting it, i.e., by algebraially solving for uB, the X(τ, ζ, ζ)
is onstruted.
Remark 8. In the more general situation of twisting type II ongruenes,
the T and X are in general omplex-valued analyti funtions, however for
the (non-twisting) Robinson-Trautman ase they are real.
Now applying this transformation, uB ⇒ τ, to Eqs.(87)-(91), (a lengthy
proess), we obtain our nal version of the Maxwell/Bianhi Identities in
the new tetrad basis with the NU/RT oordinates, (τ, ζ, ζ). The variable
L(uB, ζ, ζ) is replaed by the new basi variable
V (τ, ζ, ζ) ≡ X ′(τ, ζ, ζ). (97)
Remark 9. Frequently, in the appliation of this transformation, we have
used the easily derived relations
L = −ðT
T ·
= ð(τ)X, (98)
L· = V −1 ð(τ)V, (99)
σ = ðL+ LL· = ð2(τ)X, (100)
where ð(τ) means the ð-operator but holding τ onstant as opposed to holding
uB onstant.
4.2.5 Maxwell/RT in NU/RT oordinates:
ð(τ)[V
2φ∗01 ] = 0⇒ φ∗01 ≡
q
2
V −2, (101)
φ∗0′1 + ð(τ)[V φ
∗0
2 ] = 0, (102)
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−ð(τ)χ = 2kV 3φ∗01 φ
∗0
2 , (103)
χ = −V 3ψ∗02 , (104)
3χ
V ′
V
− χ′ + V 3{ð2(τ)ð
2
(τ)V − V −1ð
2
(τ)V · ð2(τ)V } = kV 4φ∗02 φ
∗0
2 , (105)
with (χ, V , ψ∗02 ) all real. The mass aspet simplies, after a lengthy alula-
tion, to
Ψ = ψ∗02 + ð
2
(τ)ð
2
(τ)X = Ψ. (106)
These equations are preisely the same as those given earlier, Eqs.(51
)-(53). They had been obtained[6℄, with some notation hanges, by diret
integration of the NP equations assuming that ψ∗00 = ψ
∗0
1 = φ
∗0
0 = 0 with a
real `divergene' ρ.
4.3 Approximate solutions
As we mentioned (and is easily seen) the RTM equations are quite non-
linear and diult to solve. We have resorted to an approximation sheme
based on the idea that the dominant term in gravitational radiation is from
the quadrupole. We thus assume that all quantities are to be expanded in
spherial harmonis inluding terms from l = 0, 1, 2 with nothing higher.
Essentially we are approximating o the Reissner-Nordstom metri whih we
take as zeroth order. We onsider terms up to quadrati in the deviation
from the zeroth order. Due to the non-linearities there are frequent produts
of the l = 0, 1, 2 harmonis whih are then deomposed via the Clebsh-
Gordon expansions (Se. II). When these expansions involve harmonis with
l > 2 these higher l terms will be omitted. In a few instanes where the
l = 2 harmonis or the quadrati terms do not appear to be important, we
will omit them. This ours for the Maxwell elds, whih appear in the
gravitational equations only as quadrati terms. These l = 2 ould easily
be restored but to keep the equations tratable their omission seems to be
reasonable. Where this ours, we will point it out.
We use the following notation (remembering the resaling of τ) for the
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harmoni expansions of the relevant variables:
V =
v0√
2
− 1
2
viY 01i + v
ij Y 02ij =
√
2 + δv0√
2
− 1
2
viY 01i + v
ij Y 02ij , (107)
V ′ =
δv′0√
2
− 1
2
vi ′Y 01i + v
ij ′Y 02ij , (108)
X =
∫ τ
V dτ =
√
2τ +
∫
δv0dτ√
2
− 1
2
ξiY 01i + ξ
ijY 02ij, (109)
ξi′ = vi, ξij′ = vij, (110)
V φ∗02 = Φ
iY −11i + Φ
ijY −12ij , (111)
χ = χ0 + δχ0 + χ
iY 01i + χ
ijY 02ij. (112)
Our rst dierential equation, Eq.(51),
φ∗0′1 + ð(τ)[V φ
∗0
2 ] = 0, (113)
beomes, using the properties of edth,
−(q
2
V −2)′ = qV −3V ′ = ð(τ)[V φ
∗0
2 ] = ð(τ)[Φ
iY −11i + Φ
ijY −12ij ], (114)
qV −3V ′ = ΦiY 01i + Φ
ijY 02ij .
From the Taylor expansion of V −3, with (108), we have the solutions,
V φ∗02 = −q[
√
2vi ′ − 18 · 4
5
(vjvij)′]Y −11i (115)
+q
{
2
√
2vji′ − Sym.T.F.[vjvi′ + (24)(12)
7
vjlvil′]
}
Y −12ij .
Sym.T.F. means symmetrized and trae free part of the expression and χ0
is onstant.
The linearized Maxwell eld is
φ∗00 = 0, (116)
φ∗01 = q[1 +
√
2viY 01i − 2
√
2vkiY 02ki], (117)
φ∗02 = −2q[vi′Y −11i − 2vij′Y −12ij ]. (118)
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(See appendix A for the solution up to seond order with the l = 2
harmonis.)
Using Eqs.(50), (112) and (115) in Eq.(52), i.e.,
ð(τ)χ + 2kV
3φ∗01 φ
∗0
2 = 0, (119)
we nd that
χi = −kq
2
2
(
√
2vi′ − 72
5
{vjvij}′),
χij =
kq2
√
2
3
vji′ − kq
2
6
Sym.T.F.(vjvi′ +
288
7
vjlvil′).
Finally the last and most ompliated equation, (53), is studied after
inserting φ∗02 and χ from Eqs.(115) and (112). We nd, after onsiderable
eort, that the evolution is given by
(δχ0)
′ = 3χ0v
ivi′ +
48(18)
5
vijvij (120)
+kq2{vi′vi′ − 1
3
[vivi′]′ − 16
5
[vij′vij]′ +
48
5
vji′vij′},
χ0v
i′ = −96
√
2
5
vjvij + q2k{1
3
[vi′′ − 36
√
2
5
(vjvij)′′ (121)
+
12
√
2
5
(vijvj′)′] +
4
√
2
15
[vij′′vj − 9vij′vj′ − 3vji′vj′]},
3χ0v
ij′ = −6vij − Sym.T.F.[48 · 30
7
√
2
vilvjl] +
kq2
3
vij′′ (122)
+Sym.T.F.[
16kq2
7
√
2
(vjl′vil − 3vjlvil′′ − 21
64
vi′vj′ − 11
2
vjl′vil′)].
Equations (120), (121) and (122) onstitute our nal set of (ordinary) dif-
ferential equations within our approximation sheme for the RTM equations,
while Eqs.(112) with (116) and (50) yield the asymptoti physial Maxwell
and Weyl elds. Even with our `heavy' approximations it is not easy to un-
derstand them. However, in the next setion, where we transform the RTM
equations to Bondi oordinates, we an see meaning to these equations from
physial insight. This physial insight might even help in understanding the
mathematial strutures involved.
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5 The Bondi Energy-Momentum Four-Vetor
In order to onstrut the Bondi energy-momentum four-vetor and its evo-
lution we reverse the oordinate transformation that took us from Bondi
oordinates to the NU/RT oordinates that was given earlier in Eqs.(94) and
(95a). We then express the mass aspet in terms of the RTM variables.
5.1 Transformation to Bondi oordinates
In order to go from the present NU/RT oordinates, (τ, ζ, ζ) on null innity,
(I
+
), to the Bondi oordinates, (uB, ζ, ζ), we simply use Eq.(94) with its
approximation
uB = X(τ, ζ, ζ) (123)
=
∫ τ
V (τ ′, ζ, ζ)dτ ′ =
ξ0(τ)√
2
− 1
2
ξi(τ)Y 01i + ξ
ij(τ)Y 02ij, (124)
with (ζ, ζ) unhanged. We need to nd the inversion of (124), i.e., we must
nd the approximate τ = T (uB, ζ, ζ).
Remark 10. If exat solutions, V (τ, ζ, ζ), of the RTM equations were
known, then the exat transformation to Bondi oordinates at I
+
would be
given by
uB = X(τ, ζ, ζ) =
∫ τ
V (τ ′, ζ, ζ)dτ ′,
with an additive arbitrary supertranslation. By ignoring it, we impliitly have
hosen a spei Bondi frame.
Remark 11. In this setion we will be returning to the unresaled τ, so
that τ ⇒ τ/√2, (see Eq.(39), (107) and (109)).
Before nding T (uB, ζ, ζ), we point out that ∂uBT ≡ T · = V −1 sine by
dierentiating (123)
1 = V
dτ
duB
= V T ·. (125)
The relation τ = T (uB, ζ, ζ) an be approximated in the following man-
ner: from Eq.(107), we have that
ξ0(τ) = τ + δξ0(τ), (126)
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so Eq.(123) an be rewritten, with
w =
√
2uB, (127)
as
τ = w + F (τ, ζ, ζ), (128)
F (τ, ζ, ζ) ≡ −δξ0(τ) +
√
2
2
ξi(τ)Y 01i −
√
2ξij(τ)Y 02ij .
This an be iterated with
τ = w (129)
as the zeroth order iterate. The rst iterate of Eq.(128) is then
τ = w + F (w, ζ, ζ), (130)
τ = w − δξ0(w) +
√
2
2
ξi(w)Y 01i −
√
2ξij(w)Y 02ij, (131)
with the seond iterate
τ = w + F (w + F (w, ζ, ζ), ζ, ζ) ≈ w + F (w, ζ, ζ) + F∂wF, (132)
with higher iterates (though unpleasant and not needed) easily found. We
then have that
T · =
√
2∂wT =
√
2(1 + ∂wF (w) + ∂
2
wF (w) · F (w) + ∂wF (w) · ∂wF (w)),
or, using the Clebsh-Gordon expansions and omitting the argument w,
T · =
√
2(1 +
1
3
{viξi}′ − δv0 + 48
5
[ξijvij′ + vijvij] (133)
+[
√
2
2
vi − 12
5
{vij′ξj + vj′ξij + 2vijvj}]Y 01i
+
1
6
{vi′ξk + vivk − 6
√
2vki +
288
7
[ξklvil′ + vklvil]}Y 02ki).
This result plays an important role in determining the mass aspet and
the Bondi four-vetor.
Remark 12. We have been using the notation (′) ≡ ∂τ and (·) ≡ ∂uB . In
the following where w, from Eq.(127), is used in the same funtional expres-
sions that had used τ, we will ontinue to use the notation
(′) ≡ ∂w = 1√
2
(·) .
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5.2 The Mass Aspet
Our task is to take the mass aspet from Eq.(106)
Ψ = Ψ = ψ∗02 + ð
2
(τ)ð
2
(τ)X (134)
= −V −3χ+ ð2(τ)ð
2
(τ)X,
whih is a funtion of (τ, ζ, ζ) and reexpress it, via τ = T ((uB, ζ, ζ), in Bondi
oordinates.
All the terms on the right side of (134) are known funtions of (χ0, δv
0, vi, vij, δξ0,
ξi, ξij), whih in turn are funtions of (τ, ζ, ζ). These known funtions are sub-
stituted into Eq.(134) and then τ is replaed by the rst iterate, Eq.(131).
{The rst iterate is suient sine all the relevant quantities are already 1
st
order.}
After another very lengthy alulation, using the third power of T ·, i.e.,
Eq.(133), and frequent use of Clebsh-Gordon expansions, we nally nd
(inluding only the zeroth and rst harmoni terms, the only ones needed for
the Bondi four-vetor)
Ψ(w, ζ, ζ) = Ψ(0) +Ψ(1i)Y 01i, (135)
Ψ(0) = −2
√
2{χ0[1 + 1
2
vivi + vi′ξi +
144
5
(ξijvij′ + 2vijvij)] +
288
5
ξijvij
+δχ0 − q2k[1
3
vi′′ξi +
16
5
ξijvij′′ +
48
5
vijvij′ + vi′vi]},
Ψ(1i) = −6{χ0[vi − 12
√
2
5
(vij′ξj + vj′ξij + 4vijvj)]− 48
5
√
2
vijξj
+
√
2q2k
3
[− 1√
2
vi′ +
48
5
(vjvij)′ +
12
5
ξijvj′′ +
4
5
vij′′ξj +
24
5
vijvj′]}.
Remark 13. As already pointed out the already dened w =
√
2uB is
really the unresaled time oordinate, Eq.(43), that was originally used. In
what follows we replae w by cw, i.e.,
w ⇒ cw,
(′) ⇒ c−1(′).
Sine the relationship[9, 15℄ between the mass aspet and the Bondi
energy-momentum four-vetor, (Mc, P i) is given (with M = M0 + δM0 and
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M0 = const.) by
Ψ(w, ζ, ζ) = −2
√
2G
c2
M − 6G
c3
P iY 01i + ..., (136)
then by omparison with Eq.(135), we an make the physial identiations:
with
χ0 =
G
c2
M0
we have that
M = M0[1 +
vi2
2c2
+
vi′ξi
c2
+
144
5c2
(ξijvij′ + 2vijvij)] +
288c
5G
ξijvij (137)
−2q
2
c5
[vi′vi +
1
3
vi′′ξi +
16
5
ξijvij′′ +
48
5
vijvij′],
P i = M0v
i − 2q
2
3c3
vi′ − 12
√
2
5c
M0(v
ij′ξj + vj′ξij + 4vijvj)− 24
√
2c2
5G
vijξj(138)
+
8
√
2q2
15c4
[12(vjvij)′ + 3ξijvj′′ + vij′′ξj + 6vijvj′].
5.3 The Bondi Energy-Momentum 4-Vetor
The Bondi energy-momentum four-vetor,
P a = (Mc, P i), (139)
whih has been extrated from the asymptoti Weyl tensor has been known
for almost 50 years. It transforms as a Lorentzian four-vetor under the
Lorentz subgroup of the BMS group. It satises the beautiful Bondi energy-
momentum loss theorem. But, to our knowledge, it never before had a kine-
mati relationship with anything that resembled a veloity.
We see that the variable vi that was introdued formally, in Se. IV, as
the l = 1 harmoni omponent in V (τ, ζ, ζ) now plays the kinemati role of
a veloity. We see that the mass has the kineti energy term
M0c
2(1 +
1
2
v2
c2
) ≈ M0c
2√
1− v2
c2
, (140)
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while the momentum, at lowest order, is just
P i = M0v
i. (141)
Though most of the remaining terms in both M and P i ome from the
l = 2 (quadrupole) terms and remain to be understood, the several terms
involving the l = 1 quantities (both linear and quadrati) are interesting. In
M there is the anomalous term
M0v
i′ ξi,
whih an be interpreted as Fore x displaement, the work done on the
total system moving it to the `position' ξ. The two quadrati terms appear
to be new, a ontribution to the mass from an aelerated massive harge.
This appears to be a genuine predition from this work, though the eet is
probably too small ever to be measured.
The seond term in P i, i.e.,
− 2
3c3
q2vi ′, (142)
is quite well known. In the equations of motion, obtained below, from the
energy-momentum loss theorem, the derivative of this term is preisely the
(eletromagneti) radiation reation fore with the orret numerial fators.
The question is in what `spae' is this motion taking plae? We saw in
Eq.(124), i.e.,
uB = X(τ, ζ, ζ) = (143)
=
ξ0(τ)√
2
− 1
2
ξi(τ)Y 01i + ξ
ij(τ)Y 02ij + ...,
that we omitted an arbitrary additive (integration) term, oming from the
four-parameter Poinaré subgroup of the BMS group, of the form
ξa0 la =
ξ00√
2
− 1
2
ξi0Y
0
1i, (144)
where ξa0 is an arbitrary (onstant) translation. We an thus interpret the
ξa(τ) as motion in this four dimensional spae and dene it as the enter of
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mass motion of the total system with va(τ) = ξa′(τ) as the enter of mass
veloity.
Remark 14. Though this issue will not be pursued here, there is an
alternate spae where the motion or world-line an be onsidered as taking
plae. Assoiated with eah RTMaxwell solution there is dened a omplex
four-dimensional manifold referred to as H-spae[13, 16, 17℄. Our world-line
an be interpreted as a urve in H-spae.
5.4 Energy-Momentum Loss Theorem
In a Bondi oordinate and tetrad system one an nd the Bondi energy-
momentum loss equations diretly from the asymptoti Weyl tensor equation[15,
9℄, Eq.(65),
Ψ· = σ·(σ)· + kφ02φ
0
2, (145)
k = 2G/c4.
By substituting, from Eq.(118),
φ∗02 = −
2q
c2
[vi′Y −11i − 2vij′Y −12ij ],
and, from Eq.(100),
σ· =
√
224
vij
c
Y 22ij , (146)
then using, on the left side, Eq.(136),
Ψ(w, ζ, ζ) = −2
√
2G
c2
M − 6G
c3
P iY 01i + ..., (147)
we have, (after Clebsh-Gordon expansions, from Eqs.(23) and (25)), the
mass (energy) loss theorem
M ′ = δM ′0 = −
288
5G
cvijvij − 2
3c5
q2vi ′vi ′ − 32q
2
5c5
vij′vij′, (148)
or
E ′ = (Mc2)′ = −288
5G
c3vijvij − 2q
2
3c3
vi ′vi ′ − 32q
2
5c3
vij′vij′, (149)
and the momentum loss equation
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P i ′ =
8
√
2q2
5c4
vj′vij′. (150)
The c has been expliitly introdued.
There are several important things to notie about these relations:
• the energy loss due to the eletromagneti radiation is preisely the
eletri dipole radiation expression, [with the dipole moment being
di = qξi, (151)
allowing us to identify ξi as the enter of harge as well as enter of mass℄
and eletri quadrupole radiation, if we identify the eletri quadrupole
moment, Dij , with our ξij from
Dij ′ = 24
√
2qcξij,
so that[18℄
32q2
5c3
vij′vij′ =
Dij ′′′Dij ′′′
180c5
the lassial quadrupole eletromagneti energy loss.
• By omparing our term, from Eq.(149), for the gravitational energy
loss, namely
288
5G
c3vijvij,
with the standard quadrupole radiation formula[18℄, i.e.,
G
5c5
{Qij ′′′}{Qij ′′′}, (152)
we nd the physial meaning to the variables, ξij, namely modulo nu-
merial fators, it is the 2
nd
time derivative of the mass quadrupole
moment:
ξij =
G
12
√
2c4
Qij′′, (153)
vij =
G
12
√
2c4
Qij′′′,
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Remark 15. Note that both the gravitational quadrupole moment Qij
and the eletri quadrupole moment Dij are dened from the RT variable
ξij.
The equations of motion for the world-line arise when P i, from Eq.(138),
is used in the momentum loss equation. Writing Eq.(138) as
P i = Mvi − 2
3c3
q2vi ′ +MG + q2H, (154)
where M0 has been replaed by M and the G and H ontain l = 2 terms
(whih will be negleted in this disussion), P i ′ = 8
√
2q2
5c4
vj′vij′ beomes
Mvi ′ =
2
3c3
q2vi ′′ +
8
√
2q2
5c4
vj′vij′ −M ′vi (155)
Using the mass loss equation, Eq.(148), it beomes the equations of motion
for the world-line
Mvi ′ =
2
3c3
q2vi ′′+
8
√
2q2
5c4
vj′vij′+ vi[
2
3c5
q2vj ′vj ′+
32q2
5c3
vkj′vkj′+
288
5G
cvjkvjk].
(156)
Many of the terms in this equation are quite familiar from lassial ele-
trodynamis. If we ignore the mass loss terms (the three ubi terms) we
have the well-known radiation reation equations[18℄ whose solutions have
the troubling run-away exponential behavior. By adding in the just eletro-
magneti radiation term (the rst and seond ubi term) we again have a
lassial eletrodynami result[19℄ whih was derived in the past by model
building and whih required mass renormalization. This term has the or-
ret sign and struture to possibly suppress the run-away behavior - though
whether or not it does so is not lear. The gravitational radiation term (the
third ubi term), arising from eletromagneti quadrupole radiation, simply
add to the likelihood that the run-away behavior ould be suppressed by
these equations. At this point it is not lear what eet the quadrati term,
whih ouples the l = 1 and l = 2 harmonis, has on the motion.
There are two important omments to make onerning Eq.(156), one
positive, the other negative:
• The negative omment is that we have heated a bit, in that we have
inluded a ubi term in Eq.(156) that omes from the mass loss, while
throughout this work we have exluded ubi terms. Our defense is
that it arises naturally from the mass loss and has suh a lear physial
meaning.
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• The positive remark is that we have not used any model building, as
has been used in the lassial eletrodynami derivations, with the often
used mass renormalization. We have here simply taken the Einstein-
Maxwell equations and applied them to the lass of non-twisting alge-
braially speial metris and obtained the lassial equations with the
additional gravitational orretion term. All the numerial fators are
idential to those of the model dependent derivations. We have nothing
that even resembles mass renormalization. Our mass is the Bondi mass
seen at innity.
It has been known that there have been diulties[11℄, as we mentioned
earlier, in giving a denite answer to the question of the end state of an
RTMaxwell solution with a non-vanishing harge. It appears likely that
this diulty is assoiated with the deliate balane between the run-away
behavior and its suppression via the three radiation terms. We hope to be
able to study the numerial evolution of Eq.(156) in the near future. From a
physial point of view we know that harged partiles do not self-aelerate
so there is some reason to believe that the same would be true for this speial
lass of elds.
6 Conlusion
In this work we have returned to the study of the beautiful lass of metris
known as the Robinson-Trautman and Robinson-Trautman-Maxwell equa-
tions and tried to give them physial ontent. Many attempts over the past
forty or so years have been made to solve them - with very few exat solu-
tions - most work being on approximations. Existene theorems for the pure
vauum ase were given and muh approximate work was done on them but
there appears to be little progress on the Maxwell version. There have been
several attempts[7, 8℄, via approximations, to relate the pure RT metris to
the more general lass of Bondi metris where one has an understanding of
asymptoti energy and momentum as well as the multipole struture. How-
ever, to our knowledge, little or nothing along these lines was done for the
RTM equations.
In this work we have rst studied the RTM equations, in their natural
NU/RT oordinates, and redued them, using a trunated spherial har-
moni expansion and approximation, to a series of ODE's. Afterwards we
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applied a method, reently developed, to approximate the transformation to
Bondi oordinates and nally obtain the Bondi energy-momentum 4-vetor
and its evolution. By studying these equations, we were able to give physial
meaning to many of the RTM variables. In addition we obtained diretly
from the eld equations, with no model building, the lassial partile equa-
tions of motion with the radiation reation fore and terms for the possible
suppression of the run-away behavior.
There are several dierent diretions in whih we intend to extend this
work:
• We would like to redo the alulations done here onsistently to third
order in v/c. The obstale is the omplexity of the alulations. In the
present work often we had to do the alulation two or three times to
get agreement.
• We plan to generalize this work to type II algebraially speial met-
ris that now ontain shear-free null geodesi ongruenes with non-
vanishing twist. It appears virtually ertain from earlier work and from
the harged Kerr metri, that the twist leads to intrinsi angular mo-
mentum. The present equations of motion should, we believe, general-
ize to motion for spinning partiles.
• We hope to generalize the seond (or planned third) order alulations
given here for the RTM equations to the general ase of asymptotially
at Einstein-Maxwell metris. The ondition of being algebraially
speial would be replaed by the tetrad ondition of nding and using
null geodesi ongruenes that are asymptotially shear-free[13, 15, 9℄.
To do this appears to be a quite formidable task.
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8 Appendix A
For ompleteness, though we have not needed them, the Maxwell eld up to
seond order with l = 2 terms is given by
φ∗00 = 0,
φ∗01 = q[1 +
144
5
vijvij + (
√
2vi − 72
5
vjvij)Y 01i − (2
√
2vki − 1
2
vkvi − 144
7
vklvil)Y 02ki],
φ∗02 = −q[2vk′ −
60
√
2
5
(vjvkj)′ − 24
√
2
5
vivki′ − i(vi′vj + 96
5
vljvil′)ǫijk]Y
−1
1k
+q[4vjl′ − 3√
2
vjvl′ − 336
√
2
7
vjsvls′ − 4i(vjkvi′ − 1
3
vivjk′)ǫikl]Y
−1
2jl ,
with eah expression being a funtion of τ.
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